A process related to membrane potential involved in bacterial chemotaxis to galactose.
Attractants, in the presence of respiration and ATPase inhibitors, stimulate a hyperpolarization in Escherichia coli [Eisenbach, M. (1982) Biochemistry 21, 6818-6825]. In order to examine whether this hyperpolarization is correlated with chemotaxis, the effect of the attractant D-galactose and its analogues on the membrane potential of wild-type E. coli strains and some of their mutants was studied. The main observations were the following: (i) Wild-type cells became hyperpolarized by either galactose or its nonmetabolizable analogues, D-fucose and L-sorbose. (ii) A mutant defective in galactose metabolism became hyperpolarized by galactose. (iii) Inhibiting the galactose permease system did not prevent the hyperpolarization, rather it facilitated the observation of the hyperpolarization. (iv) Mutants unable to transport galactose via the methyl beta-galactoside (Mgl) transport system but having normal chemotaxis to galactose became normally hyperpolarized by D-fucose. (v) Mutants which cannot bind galactose were not hyperpolarized by galactose. (vi) The hyperpolarization in flaI mutants, in which the whole chemotaxis machinery is repressed, was reduced to 12-15% of the hyperpolarization in the parent strains. (vii) Nonattractant sugars did not stimulate hyperpolarization. It is concluded that the hyperpolarization is the consequence of neither galactose metabolism nor transport but rather is correlated with galactose taxis.